Application note
How to use a magnetometer in a position sensor application
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1. Scope
Magnetometers of Melexis measure the magnetic field in three directions (X, Y, and Z), using Hall elements,
and output these measurements as a digital value relative to the magnetic field strength. Depending on the
sensor used, this output can be SPI or I 2C.
This application note will discuss a few possible applications that can be made using these sensors, as well as
some design constraints for the different magnetometers in Melexis’ portfolio.
The applications shown in this application note are:


A rotary knob with push/pull detection.



A 2-DoF thumb stick.

Possible magnetometers are listed in the table below, showing the most important magnetic specifications
and advantages. For a full comparison, please check our quick reference guide on the website.
The minimum fields given are an indication only, a typically used minimum.
Magnetometer
MLX90393
MLX90395 00x
MLX90395 10x
MLX90392 010
MLX90392 011

1
2

Min field
5mT
5mT (1)
(1)

10mT
0mT (2)
5mT

Max field
√
√
√
| |
| |

,
,

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

(at typical sensitivity of
(at typical sensitivity of

)
)

As rule of thumb
Or Earth Magnetic Field (EMF)
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2. Rotary Position Sensor with Push/Pull detection

In this application, the goal is to measure the position of a rotary button that also allows it to be pushed. To
achieve this function, only 2 components are needed. For this example, the magnet is aligned with the
sensor and rotating in the XY-plane, hence the need for
and
to be measured.

2.1. Rotary position
To get the rotational position of the magnet, the
function, the angle can be retrieved:

and

components are needed. Using an arctangent

Y

BY

α
BX

X

( )
(
Note that the range of the atan function is only (
function.

)
), or 180°. To get the full 360° output, use the atan2

(

)

To calculate the angle, it is not needed to convert the output value to a value in µT as the sensitivity for Xand Y-axis is equal and the conversion would simply be a scaling applied on both components which does
not change the angle value itself. If this is not the case (for example MLX90393 has different sensitivity for X and Z-axis), both components will need to be scaled to give them the same amplitude when rotating over
the full 360°.
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2.2. Push/Pull detection
When the button is pushed, the magnet moves closer to the IC. This leads to an increase of the total
magnetic field sensed by the sensor.
The normal position and the push position will give a different amplitude. The amplitude is calculated as:
√
A threshold can be determined by measuring the magnetic field in the normal state and in the push state.
Advised is to add also a hysteresis to avoid toggling of the push state. Only if the amplitude goes above the
operating threshold (B op) the push state is entered. To leave the push state, the amplitude needs to drop
below the return point (B rp). These thresholds are stored off-chip, so in the microcontroller.

Y
A2
A1
X

Push
No push

Brp

BopA

Over temperature the sensitivity of the component can change. Enable temperature compensation, or
perform an off-chip temperature correction based on the temperature information that can be provided by
the IC. Another option to overcome this is to compensate the Bop and Brp either based on a characterization
or dynamically based on the fact that a button press is a sudden change (monitor amplitude drift in normal
position).
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2.3. Magnet example
As an example, a rotary/push application is simulated with the following specifications. These are very
similar to the rotary/push application in the DVK kit (3). The airgap is measured from the magnet surface to
the Hall element position.
Parameter
Magnet shape
Magnet material
Magnet diameter
Magnet height
Magnet Br (room temperature)
Magnetization
Airgap rest position
Airgap push position

Value
Cylinder
SmCo
6mm
3mm
1000mT
Diametrical
5.6mm
4mm

A simulation at room temperature of the magnetic field vs airgap gives following graph:

A threshold at 22mT (Bop) and 20mT (Brp) would then be an appropriate choice, as shown on the graph.

3

https://www.melexis.com/en/product/dvkmagnetic/development-kit-magnetic-sensors
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3. 2-DoF Thumb Stick
This application is basically a linear position sensor application, but the magnet moves not along one axis but
can freely move in the XY-plane. As a rule of thumb, the total stroke that can be measured is roughly double
the radius of the magnet.

Heading

3.1. Displacement information
To get the displacement information, all three magnetic components are used. The displacement is a value
in mm, so a constant is added, with unit mm/rad. is a parameter that is used to adjust the sensitivity
mismatch (different strengths measured in the XY plane than in the Z plane) which is typically present in this
kind of application.
√
(
Linearity is not given by the design, but can be achieved by replacing
up table) or function inverse to the non-linearity.
In case
the next section.
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)
with a multi-point calibration (look-

, the displacement will be 0. This is important for the heading information, calculated in
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3.2. Heading information
To get the heading information, the X and Y measurements are used. The heading is a value in radians.
Depending on the polarity of the magnet π needs to be added.
(
This formula only works if
function would be needed.

)

and will only give a 180° range as output. For the full 360° range, the atan2
(

)

This formula will be undefined if
, which is the case exactly in the center. This is logical as the
magnet did not move in any direction, and the displacement will be 0. Therefore it is not needed to calculate
the heading if the displacement calculation resulted in “no displacement”.
The heading can be 180° shifted vs the actual magnet position depending on the magnetization of the
magnet.
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3.3. Magnet example
As an example, a magnet with the following properties is used. The airgap is measured from the magnet
surface to the Hall element position. The sensor that is used is an MLX90392, 50mT version.
Parameter
Magnet shape
Magnet material
Magnet diameter
Magnet height
Magnet Br
Magnetization
Airgap in central position
Radius of travel

Value
Disk
NdFeB
4mm
1mm
1350mT
Axial
3.5mm
5mm

A simulation of the magnetic fields at an airgap of 3.5mm (from the face of the magnet to the Hall element)
gives the following graph for a stroke of +/-5mm at a 45° stroke. The sum of the fields (| | | | | |)
remains for this case below 49.13mT for the HOVF not to be triggered.
and
are the same on the 45°
stroke.
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Displacement measured (

For full area

)

Heading measured

For full area

The displacement measurement is fairly linear, but it could be improved with a back-end calibration of
choice.
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4. Practical Implementation
In a typical application, requirements like update rate, current (energy) consumption and accuracy needed
are given. Due to the flexibility of Melexis’ magnetometers, these topics can be addressed by adjusting
settings like filtering.
For this chapter, some examples using MLX90392-011 (50mT version) are shown:


The sensor is measuring at a rate different from the offered rates in continuous mode,



The sensor is measuring at the fastest possible update rate.

The application is the rotary position sensor with push/pull detection from section 2.
In this example, a sequence for single mode will be given, where the output update rate is 100ms (10Hz).

4.1. Filtering and conversion time
For both cases, the calculations will be given as an example, side by side. The conversion time can be
calculated based on the filter parameters. It is needed to know how long a measurement takes in order not
to read the data out too soon before it being ready.
Single mode
OSR_HALL = 1
OSR_TEMP = 1
DIG_FILT_HALL_XY = DIG_FILT_HALL_Z = 7
DIG_FILT_TEMP = 7
50mT version, T_COMP_EN = 1

Continuous mode
OSR_HALL = 0
OSR_TEMP = 0
DIG_FILT_HALL_XY = DIG_FILT_HALL_Z = 0
DIG_FILT_TEMP = 0
50mT version, T_COMP_EN = 0

The contents of 0x14 and 0x15 then have to
become respectively 0xF8 and 0xB7. The conversion
for one axis takes:

The contents of 0x14 and 0x15 then have to
become respectively 0x00 and 0x90. The conversion
for one axis takes:

(

) (
(

)
) (

In total (including temperature and signal
processing, the conversion takes (clock @2.4MHz):
[

]
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) (

)

(

)
) (

)

In total (including signal processing) the conversion
takes (clock @2.4MHz):
[

]
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4.2. Average current consumption
The average current consumption can be calculated once the conversion times are known. The formula is
given below.

Also the tool which can be found online can be used.
Single mode
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4.3. Accuracy (noise excluded) and calibration
[The calculations to get the values mentioned below can be found in the Appendix A – Worst case
calculation (MLX90392-011, XY) of this document]
The accuracy can be calculated based on the applied field strength (16mT in rest position). Before
calibration, taking all the worst case values from the datasheet at room temperature, the intrinsic error can
be up to 4.9° (noise excluded).
This error can be greatly reduced by performing back-end calibration. Then only thermal drift effects are to
be taken into account. One can also choose to eliminate only offset and sensitivity mismatch
Offset and sensitivity mismatch are easiest to measure. Measure the X and Y signals over a full rotation, and
then take the extrema to determine the offset and amplitude:

Then the corrections to the signals can be applied:

(

)

The error is then reduced to roughly 1.1° at room temperature.
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4.4. Measurement flow
The tables below show a typical flow in order to get the data from the sensor and calculate the rotary
(+push) information based on the magnetic field measurements. The first table is for the “single mode” and
the second table is for the “continuous mode”.
Step
1

3
4

Action (single mode)
Write registers
Register 0x14: 0xB8
Register 0x15: 0xB7
Read registers 0x14 and 0x15
+ Verification
Set Mode 1
Wait 61ms (4)

5
6

Read registers 0x00 to 0x09
Verify STAT1 and STAT2

7
8

Process the data
Wait the remaining of 100ms

9

Repeat from step 3

Step
1

3
4

Action (continuous mode)
Write registers
Register 0x14: 0x00
Register 0x15: 0x90
Read registers 0x14 and 0x15
+ Verification
Set Mode 13 (0xD)
Wait 0.786ms (5)

5

Read registers 0x00 to 0x07

2

2

4
5

Drifts of IC taken into account,
Drifts of IC taken into account,
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Comment
Configuration of the IC, all filters and oversampling to maximum
values. Also temperature compensation enabled.
Verification of the configuration, to check if the write operation
from the previous step was correctly executed.
Command the IC to perform a single measurement.
Wait for the measurement to be fully completed before reading
out.
Readback of the measurements and the status bytes.
Verification of the validity of the data:
STAT1[0] should be 1 (DRDY),
STAT2[0] should be 0 (HOVF).
Calculate necessary position information.
To achieve the 100ms update rate, wait the remaining of the
period before starting the next measurement.
Since the IC is back in idle mode, a new measurement command
needs to be issued.

Comment
Configuration of the IC, all filters and oversampling to minimum
values. Also temperature compensation disabled.
Verification of the configuration, to check if the write operation
from the previous step was correctly executed.
Command the IC to start performing measurements at 1400Hz.
Wait for the measurement to be fully completed before reading
out.
Readback of the measurements and the status bytes.

.
.
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Step
6

Action (continuous mode)
Verify STAT1 and STAT2

7
8

Process the data
Repeat from step 4

Comment
Verification of the validity of the data:
STAT1[0] should be 1 (DRDY), can be used to poll if the data is
ready and have the fastest data out possible,
STAT2[0] should be 0 (HOVF),
STAT2[1] (DOR) is optional, but can be used as indication that one
or more of the previous measurements was not read out. It would
indicate that the current consumption could be reduced (be
measuring less fast), or that the filtering can be increased to get
more accurate results (comes with current consumption increase).
Calculate necessary position information.
Since the IC is back in continuous mode, a new measurement is
automatically started.

The assumption is made that the IC is in the idle state before step 1, like after power -on reset. If this is not
guaranteed, the mode should be set first to idle again (mode 0). Then also a worst case wait time has to be
included (to make sure measurement is completed if exiting the continuous measurement mode) before
attempting to write the configuration in the NVRAM of the IC.
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5. Disclaimer
The content of this document is believed to be correct and accurate. However, the content of this document is furnished "as is" for
informational use only and no representation, nor warranty is provided by Melexis about its accuracy, nor about the results of its
implementation. Melexis assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this document. Customer
will follow the practices contained in this document under its sole responsibility. This documentation is in fact provided without warranty,
term, or condition of any kind, either implied or expressed, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality,
non-infringement, and fitness for purpose. Melexis, its employees and agents and its affiliates' and their employees and agents will not be
responsible for any loss, however arising, from the use of, or reliance on this document. Notwithstanding the foregoing, contractual
obligations expressly undertaken in writing by Melexis prevail over this disclaimer.
This document is subject to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Melexis. Therefore, before placing
orders or prior to designing the product into a system, users or any third party should obtain the latest version of the relevant information.
Users or any third party must determine the suitability of the product described in this document for its application, including the level of
reliability required and determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose.
This document as well as the product here described may be subject to export control regulations. Be aware that export might require a
prior authorization from competent authorities. The product is not designed, authorized or warranted to be suitable in applications
requiring extended temperature range and/or unusual environmental requirements. High reliability applications, such as medical lifesupport or life-sustaining equipment or avionics application are specifically excluded by Melexis. The product may not be used for the
following applications subject to export control regulations: the development, production, processing, operation, maintenance, storage,
recognition or proliferation of:
1. chemical, biological or nuclear weapons, or for the development, production, maintenance or storage of missiles for such weapons;
2. civil firearms, including spare parts or ammunition for such arms;
3. defense related products, or other material for military use or for law enforcement;
4. any applications that, alone or in combination with other goods, substances or organisms could cause serious harm to persons or goods
and that can be used as a means of violence in an armed conflict or any similar violent situation.
No license nor any other right or interest is granted to any of Melexis' or third party's intellectual property rights.
If this document is marked “restricted” or with similar words, or if in any case the content of this document is to be reasonably understood
as being confidential, the recipient of this document shall not communicate, nor disclose to any third party, any part of the document
without Melexis’ express written consent. The recipient shall take all necessary measures to apply and preserve the confidential character
of the document. In particular, the recipient shall (i) hold document in confidence with at least the same degree of care by which it
maintains the confidentiality of its own proprietary and confidential information, but no less than reasonable care; (ii) restrict the
disclosure of the document solely to its employees for the purpose for which this document was received, on a strictly need to know basis
and providing that such persons to whom the document is disclosed are bound by confidentiality terms substantially similar to those in this
disclaimer; (iii) use the document only in connection with the purpose for which this document was received, and reproduce document only
to the extent necessary for such purposes; (iv) not use the document for commercial purposes or to the detriment of Melexis or its
customers. The confidentiality obligations set forth in this disclaimer will have indefinite duration and in any case they will be effective for
no less than 10 years from the receipt of this document.
This disclaimer will be governed by and construed in accordance with Belgian law and any disputes relating to this disclaimer will be subject
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Brussels, Belgium.
The invalidity or ineffectiveness of any of the provisions of this disclaimer does not affect the validity or effectiveness of the other
provisions.
The previous versions of this document are repealed.
Melexis © - No part of this document may be reproduced without the prior written consent of Melexis. (2021)
IATF 16949 and ISO 14001 Certified
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6. Revision History
Revision
001, Sept. 2021

Changes
Creation + Review team

For the latest revision of this document, visit www.melexis.com
For additional information, get in touch, www.melexis.com/contact
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Appendix A – Worst case calculation (MLX90392-011, XY)
To calculate the worst case error (at 35°C), the datasheet specs are used and combined such to give the max
error over the full rotation. The parameters that do that are listed in the table. A simple calibration is done
on the resulting measurement, to reduce the error.
Over temperature, only the offset drift is important. The sensitivity mismatch drift is negligible vs the total
error. The error including the drift and with the calibration at room temperature is also shown.
Parameter

Value
16mT
1.67µT/LSB
220LSB
-330LSB
5%
-1.7%
1.9%
14.4mT
90LSB
-100LSB
2%
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Comments
Applied field (from application)
Max value (in µT/LSB) gives least amount of LSB
Offset X-axis
Offset Y-axis
Sensitivity mismatch
Cross-axis sensitivity, Y to X
Cross-axis sensitivity, X to Y
[

(

)]

taking -2000ppm/°C as TC for the magnet
Thermal offset drift X-axis
Thermal offset drift Y-axis
(
))
(
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A.1 – Room temperature (35°C)
At room temperature, the worst case measured vectors over the full rotation ( is the applied angle) can be
determined with the formula below.
[

]

[

][

][

( )
]
( )

[

]

The angle is calculated and compared with the applied angle. The difference is plotted below, on the left,
and reached a max value to around 4.9°.
Over a full rotation, the extrema are measured for each axis, and based on these the offset and (partially)
the sensitivity mismatch can be determined. After taking these components out, the error is reduced to
around 1.1°. A graph of the error is shown below, on the right.

A multipoint calibration can get rid of most intrinsic errors, as long as enough points are taken.
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A.2 – High temperature (85°C)
The most critical temperature of 85°C is taken, where the field strength of the magnet drops. An offset
expressed in LSB will have a bigger impact with lower applied field. The calculation below is performed to
estimate the worst case field vectors.
[

]

[

][

][

][

( )
]
( )

[

]

[

]

The angle is calculated and compared with the applied angle. The difference is plotted below, on the left,
and reached a max value to around 6.5°.
After removing the offset and sensitivity mismatch calculated at room temperature, the error is reduced to
around 2.4°. A graph of the error is shown below, on the right.

An ideal calibration, where there is no error remaining at room temperature, will give a max error at 85 °C of
1.6°.
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